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taking google glass to its logical conclusion, the world of white
christmas is populated by augmented humans whose z-eye

implants let them control and share what they see. its in this kind
of technological advance one that doesnt seem far off in the realm

of possibility but that has the potential to shatter human
relationships that black mirror specialises. z-eyes slot in neatly

alongside series ones grain implant from the entire history of you,
a recording device that let you rewind, rewatch and endlessly

revisit any moment from your life (handy if youve lost your keys,
not so much when youre paranoically obsessing over your partners

suspected infidelity). the action is set in the snowy christmas
period at a time when technology hasnt become a major force in

our lives. as one of several holiday-themed screen savers that have
been released in the last couple of years, this one follows the main
characters around for a few days and is not a particularly deep or

engaging experience. its here that white christmas is first and
foremost a christmas movie. it is perfectly timed for the season
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and i have no qualms about recommending that if you are the sort
of person who likes to watch movies about christmas and would
find yourself bored by the generic, contrived plots that populate

many films over the holiday season. at the heart of white christmas
is matts lone, desperate cry for acceptance. as an outsider in every

way, he feels stuck in the early 2000s. a soporifics icky elf-like
woman with a voracious appetite for sex and an insatiable thirst for

attention and status and a fawning stream of fans, who matt is
convinced is a celebrity, even if no one else notices her. he couldnt

resist accepting a voicemail from her. but when he does,
something odd happens. matt isnt sure that its a real voice, or that

it belongs to someone who just doesnt know how to operate an
actual voicemail service. he isnt sure it belongs to anyone.
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the idea behind white christmas is to write a script in a way where
you have the reader asking the question "what happens next?" and
you answer it. that's it. there isnt really a twist. i think most people

who have watched this movie understand what happens at the
end. as for the three stories themselves, there is a political thriller

with an off-kilter-ratings theme, a lighthearted christmas tale and a
story about a man who's day ends up being a lot worse than he
expected. this particular story begins with a young couple, two

friends, returning home for christmas after their holidays. but when
they get to the house, there's a strange sight - a tree with no

lights. upon investigation, the husband says that he's been sent by
the mysterious email address seriously, it's a dead tree to remove
the lights. but when he removes the lights, he finds that the tree
has actually changed, and there's something else growing there
instead. it's what appears to be a christmas tree, but there's no

christmas. he tries to get back the lights and tells his wife, but she
thinks it's a joke and doesn't believe him. the thing is, not

everyone was overjoyed about white christmas. in fact, it seems to
be one of the most controversial films to ever play at the toronto
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film festival. it's also a film that's attracted a lot of attention in the
media as well as online, where there have been a number of fake
trailers and spoofs. here's a curious fact that might prove to be a
bit of a spoiler for some viewers: white christmas was directed by
michel gondry, the man who also directed the eternal sunshine of

the spotless mind and eternal sunshine of the spotless mind
screenplays, the story of a couple who erase each other from their

memories in order to be together forever. 5ec8ef588b
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